Credits: director/writer, Charles Philip Moore.
Cast: Don Wilson, Deirdre Imershein, Richard Beymer, Alan Blumenfeld, Matthias Hues.
Summary: Martial arts thriller set in the contemporary US. Ex-policeman and martial arts expert Jack Dillon (Wilson) is hired to protect singer Shanna (Imershein) from deranged Vietnam vet and mercenary/assassin John Sweet (Hues) who goes around killing his targets with single blows to vulnerable spots on their bodies. Sweet hangs out with a bunch of veteran/mercenaries and likes to leave a Queen of Spades playing card on the bodies of his victims “like we did in Nam.” The Vietnam war was not the cause of Sweet's insanity, for he has been deranged ever since he saw his mother (also a nightclub singer) raped when he was a boy. Unfortunately for Shanna, what is left of Sweet's mind has managed to confuse her with mom
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